




INTRODUCTION  

Melissa and I first meet on the 20th of       

November 2009. Curious of my work space 

and the construction noise behind my     

studio, Melissa takes a quick look around, 

asks several questions and finds a seat next 

to the front door. I invite her to talk about 

the picture frame she has brought with her. 

Revealing her altruistic ways, Melissa has 

brought along a display frame of many   

African refugee children she sponsors. She 

also holds two unframed images of her 

daughters.  

 

My first sense of Melissa is that she appears 

to be self-assured and very present, yet 

there is something restless about our   

meeting. With the studio a mess and     

renovations in place, I worry about how   

untidy my studio has become. I sense this is 

my restlessness and make apologies for  

any inconvenience. Melissa seems ok with 

the noise and mess, yet agrees we find 

more privacy in the adjoining room.  
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Settled in my art therapy room, Melissa announces she loves the        
serenity of my traditional seascape artworks. She expresses her love for 
art, music and singing in recitals, yet this is all pushed aside due to her 
busy work commitments as a physician. Her passion in working as a   
gastroenterologist is sincere and humbling. Unmistakably, Melissa’s 

empathic and personable nature with her clients is very touching. I am 
interested in how she takes great care in not abandoning them when 
they face life threatening illness.  
 

M: …I like to be comfortable with the concept of death  
and to stay with the patient throughout this… to face  
them with this…to not abandon them but to walk with 

them, together. I like to see their relief, to companion  
and hold them. It is like a release. A diffusion. 

 
I recall hearing Melissa say the word diffusion several times at the very 
start of our meeting, so I invite her to explore this further in the form of 
movement or sound. She offers her response… 
 

M: …it’s physically satisfying, with a feeling of  
accomplishment by minimising any negative effects  
on the patient during treatment. It feels good in being  
able to use my abilities to diffuse the situation, to make  
it easier to deal with. 

 
Again I ask Melissa could she possibly represent the feeling of diffusion 
through sound or movement. She replies, 

M:   When I am being massaged it helps to relieve and  
diffuse [the tension]. I hum softly when I receive a  
massage.  
 
The stroking feels relaxing, like the flow of waves also   

relax me. Also, when I am out in the waves I feel the  
melting – the diffusion. 

 
Melissa’s description and the humming sound she makes certainly evokes a 

sense of relaxation or floating in the ocean. She does this with her eyes closed 
and a gentle smile. I also notice the physical uplifting and slow-waving motion 
she makes with her arms, adding…  
  

M:   I love to make this squiggle in the sand when I am  
         down the beach. 

 
With paper and crayons at reach, Melissa draws this gesture lightly on A3   
paper with red and blue crayons, starting from the lower right corner, going 
upwards (Figure 62).  

THE INTERVIEW...

Figure 62 — ‘Uplifting, relaxed, diffused’                                 (oil pastel on A3 paper) 
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 R:  Moving your hands upwards like that looks very relaxing. 
 M:  Mmm… I like to relax, and I like my patients to relax and  
                    release.     
 R:  Like offering a diffused space for you and for your patients. 
 M:  Yeah. 
 
I open the sand box for Melissa to repeat this motion. She swirls her hand 
around in the sand-box and then chooses objects to place in this space 
that adds  to the feeling of being diffused and relaxed. 
  

M:   I like neutrals because they calm my busy world. It’s  
the restful place I seek. I love shiny things too and  
these Chinese balls as they help release the tension.   

 
Relaxed and playful, Melissa rolls the Chinese balls in her hands before 
placing them in the sand box. Interestingly, objects like figurines that 
would normally stand are all laid down in a restful position. All objects 
rest lightly on top of the sand. 
 
Over a short time, Melissa adds many objects into the sand box that     
represent diffusion. She describes each object as she includes them in the 
small sand box (Figure 63). 
 
With little space between, the objects seem to crowd the space. I wonder 
when Melissa decides there is enough in there. The last object she 
chooses is a tiny replica of a bible. Unlike the others, this object is placed 
in the centre of the box and pushed firmly into the sand. Now half buried, 
the bible is placed differently into the sand… as if more secure and 

grounded. 

Figure 63 — ‘Progressive images of sand play’                                                         (objects on sand) 
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R:    Though it looks a little crowded and busy in there, it  

seems these objects invite relaxation and diffusion to  
calm your busy world. It is interesting how you laid all  
these things on top of the sand, yet I notice how you  
half buried the bible.  
And in the same moment, I heard you say how strong   
your faith is, as you pushed it firmly into the sand. 

M:  Yeah, the faith is deep within me.  
 
Toward the end of our conversation I ask Melissa if she feels comfortable 
to lay in a relaxed position on the swivel chair, so that I can take some 
images of her for the portrait. She agrees, yet they don’t seem to        

capture what has passed between us in our meeting. Upon leaving, 
Melissa confides about her initial worries that our meeting may bring up 
something negative that could affect her singing performance the      
following day at her church recital. She admits with laughter that she 
even pre-booked a massage session following our portrait interview, just 
in case she experienced tension and unrest. While the risk of exploring 

the unknown can be worrisome, I smile at Melissa’s resourcefulness 

in pre-booking a session to hum after her visit with me! From her    
confessions of wanting to avoid the difficult or upsetting ways of 
personal inquiry, I realised why I found our conversation so elusive 
in and around the notion of diffusion. Meanwhile, we both felt the 
restlessness underneath it all. 
 

Detail of mini replica bible 

Diffusion, internal, comfortable, 
calm, relief, release,  minimize  
negative impact, to know,  connect, 
remember my patients names,  
giving, sharing, helping, relating, 
reaching, going in, cross connects 
with others, a  connection straight 
away, aware of their presence  
of being, restful, I like to release the  
tension, my heart – my compassion,  
neutrals – relaxing, simplicity in a 
busy life, my faith is deep (buried),  
surrender. 

Table 30 — Key words from Melissa’s interview 
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Although I have all the data, material and experiential content to proceed, I 
have difficulty capturing the essence of what passed between us. My first 
attempt is very disappointing. It doesn’t capture the presence of our    

meeting.  Very disappointed, this stage reminds me that I am ‘making or 

faking up’ an image of Melissa being  relaxed.   
 
Far from authentic, yet lost in the motion, I cover-up the image with 
shades of blue paint to achieve a watery effect, yet this seems to gloss over 
the work again. The words gloss-over and cover-up seem fitting. I              
consider the restful neutral place Melissa yearns for, yet I cannot shake my 
own dissonance to the restlessness we experienced.  
 
I recall Melissa talking about simplicity and neutral ways, yet I am also    
reminded of how busy her life is, and also how busy the sand box appeared. 
I feel at odds, and literally give up the idea of painting her portrait. It seems 
too juxtaposed and elusive for me to continue.  
 
My avoidance in not continuing Melissa’s portrait is frustrating and          

disheartening. Meanwhile, Melissa contacts me to see how the work is    
progressing, which raises troubling feelings for me of disregarding or      
neglecting to attend to her portrait. I feel stuck and require some              
supervision to explore what is holding me back. On the pulse, Juliette (my 
colleague) asks why I continue to interview more participants for my        
research, yet I do not finalise Melissa’s portrait. Knowing this is rich data to 

explore Juliette invites me to return to the feeling of the interview and    
represent it in a drawing (Figure 64).   

MY DIFFICULTY IN STARTING MELISSA’S PORTRAIT... 
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Figure 64 — ‘Containing the space and following the other’                     (oil pastel / 22-02-2010)  

Table 31 — Description of artwork:  experiential and phenomenological  
          intersubjective response 

Almost contained, this continuous circular line drawing offers a 
sense of me trying to follow Melissa. I contain the space and leave a 
small opening in the lower centre as an entry or exit. Melissa is       
represented by the colour purple - me with the two shades of green. 
The strong purple line around the perimeter suggests Melissa’s 

strong presence of containing the studio space. The solid purple     
circle is where Melissa begins, spiralling around, behind, upward and 
then across to the other side, not quite settled. The lower right      
corner is shaded in more. This purple spiralling line opens outwards 
with more space between the lines. These purple lines appear to only 
touch the lower right edge and the vertical edge to the right. They 
barely touch the other edges.             
 
I chose a more subdued green (compared to the original brighter 
green that defines me), and attempt to follow the large purple lines 
in the same direction and placement. This green continuous line 
crosses over to the lower side edges (on the right), bunches up, and 
then becomes more loose and open to mimic the purple line.  
 
I feel I am not quite with her, not in union, rather just retracing her 
movements. I discern how my green line is much lighter and finer 
than her purple line. Additionally, her purple line does not extend 
onto my green circle, yet I have crossed over hers and made larger 
circular movements around both solid circles. Perhaps this is my   
attempt to connect us both in the space. 

Looking at the pastel drawing in Figure 64, I make phenomenological 
and experiential descriptions to explore the qualities inherent in the art-
work—to expand my understanding for this restlessness (see Table 31). 

By revisiting a sense of our meeting, I now feel a shift to return to Melissa’s 

portrait. I note the different qualities of our meeting, the diffusion, the need 

to avoid the disruption and restlessness, of not wanting to over dominate or 

control the direction of our meeting. I realise I want to express this aspect 

rather than gloss over the image. I also hold some reservations that Melissa 

may not approve of my creative direction. I experience some tension as I 

start the artwork in the place of restlessness—in the place of our restless   

beginnings (Figure 65). 

FIRST LAYER OF PAINTING... 
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 Figure 65 — ‘Restlessness: searching for diffusion in difficult messy places’                                                                                                          (compound medium, canvas / 90 x 150cm / 24-02-2010) 
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Starting in the lower centre (similar to my drawing), I smear 

thick white compound medium in a circular motion across and 

upward to the right half of the canvas. At times I barely touch 

the canvas suggesting subtlety and diffusion. I randomly swirl 

thick blobs to enhance the messiness and hurried pace. The 

raised parts seem dramatic and disturbing so I refrain from 

overdoing it (Figure 65).  

 

The random textural effects display havoc and turmoil. This 

evokes troubled waters Melissa’s patients may experience and 

how she endeavours to relax and diffuse the situation.          

Complementary to this erratic state, the diffused empty space 

in the upper left area is where Melissa’s image will appear in the 

work – acknowledging her desire for a peaceful place amidst 

the chaos. As I reach the upper middle section, the medium  

becomes more dispersed and serene. 

 

As metaphors, the raised hand imprint could account for the 

touch of Melissa’s generous helping hands. They could also   

imply ‘Stop’, or that Melissa is touched with her knowledge, skill 

and ability to help others in need. 

 

Using a flat hard piece of plastic, I create resting areas by   

scrapping away some of the ‘noisy’ parts. These empty           

contained spaces offer retreat. I link some of these squares to 

form a  maze for avenues to escape. I notice I have scraped 

away part of the raised hand prints which evokes an unsettled 

feeling in me. 

 

I also scrape away two large squares in the top area. The one 

in the top centre opens out to the large flat area to the left. It 

feels inviting to slide into.  

 

 

I am still not sure about the direction of this work. I do not   

pre-sketch or envisage the finished work.  

 

While I endeavour to visually re-create Melissa in her            

experience, I cannot remove myself altogether from              

influencing the artistic product. Co-relationally, we are in it 

together as we engage in mutual responding during the    

companioning process. Intersubjectivity holds the relational 

encounter. While I search for the underlying presence of our 

meeting, we both acknowledge the restlessness we each 

bring, and the need for diffusion. 

ARTWORK IN PROCESS... 

PONDERINGS... 
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 Figure 66 —  ‘Textured shadows capture the messiness’                                                                                                           (compound medium /acrylic/ magazine collage/ 90 x 150cm / 26-02-2010) 
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With a small amount of acrylic paint on a wet cotton cloth, I rub 

paint over the whole canvas, smearing and lifting the colour 

away - lightly tinted (Figure 66). The paint fills into the gaps and 

crevices. I leave the diffused space for Melissa to appear. I glean 

old National Geographic magazines to find examples of refugee 

children Melissa supports. I stick these cut-outs on with acrylic 

paint and then smear more paint over parts of the images so 

they blend into the work (Figure 67). 

 

Harmony is found in the neutral tones blending, appearing and 

disappearing. Darker paint is caught in the raised textured areas 

creating heightened activity and interest. More is seen and   

revealed as paint is caught in the crevices. The once subtle    

areas become more noticeable - the messiness is evident in the 

place of chaos.  
Figure 67 — ‘Close up images of refuges in the restlessness’ 

I notice these images are not the happy faces Melissa displays in her collection of 

sponsored children, rather they are more telling of their harrowing predicament in 

an inhospitable environment. I imagine this is why Melissa is so generous. Her    

sponsored children are presented with empathy and care, neatly arranged in a large 

frame. Kindly regarded, it’s a reminder of nurturing the needs of others. I notice my 

images are more telling of difficulties in a rough,  uncontained, unpredictable space.  

 

Melissa also cares for others in need. I am not sure how to represent this without  

being too literal. I want the artistic representation to be more synonymous with her 

desire to diffuse the difficult places while being a caring physician. There are deeper 

levels to her caring to be found in this work.  

PONDERINGS... 
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Figure 68 — ‘Finding depth, empathy and caring’                                        (mixed media / 90 x 150cm / 15-03-2010)        
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Returning to Melissa’s portrait, I decide to add depth by creating boxes that 

recess inwards. Some of these boxes are placed away from the messy areas. 

In different ways they become doors, ramps or access points (Figure 68). 

 

 

While forming the recessed boxes, an accidental yet serendipitous part of 

the work (shadow box with white hand print) occurs from the slip of my 

knife. As I cut the painted canvas to make a small square opening my knife 

accidently slices further than I intended, creating a much larger opening. A 

gasp of disappointment passes my lips for this error. I am quick to decide a 

larger shadow box will go here. The disappointment passes easily as I accept 

this mishap and continue. The positioning or placement of these boxes are 

made without too much thought – I respond immediately to the design and        

dynamics of the whole image as it unfolds. I notice how relational my         

decision making is as I follow the previous mark. There are moments of 

haste in making, and conversely, moments of slowness.  

 

To make the recessed box, I rub a transparent mix of purple/blue paint on a 

separate piece of canvas that has a textured surface. A tissue is placed over 

it and I lightly and gently press my right hand on it to create a mono-print. 

Paint still remains deep in the cracks and crevices of this relief work. I dry it 

in the sun for a half an hour and then construct it into a recessed box to be 

glued in place (Figure  69).  

 

 

I marvel at the newly arrived shadow box that sneaks into the work from this 

accident. I am also amazed at how the box with hand completes the work 

regarding composition, design and also in meaning, where the hand in the 

interior is quite visceral… serving a two-fold metaphor for feeling the inner 

worries and angst of others, and of hands literally entering bodies to heal. 

LAYERS IN PROCESS... 

 Figure 69 —  Touching the inner’                                         (Detail of recessed box) 

The boxes create a topographic structure that shows different levels, 

depths, colours and surfaces. Some boxes make it easier to enter into 

difficult spaces. There are two boxed areas that appear like a ramp for 

easy access. 

 

Nearly complete, I arrange another portrait sitting with Melissa to paint 

her in the diffused area. At this stage I have not sent any images to 

Melissa, however I express my excitement to her (via email) about how 

her portrait is coming along.  

PONDERINGS... 
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Melissa arrives to view her portrait. My excitement dissipates quickly 

as Melissa stands at a distance silently eyeing her portrait. Concerned, 

I observe Melissa’s non-verbal body cues wondering what could be             

happening for her during her cautious approach. I get a strong sense  

she would rather something more serene and tranquil.  

 

I also get an uneasy feeling that I may have gone overboard with the 

mess and chaos, while not emphasising the diffusion. Doubts seem to 

flood the space between us. The urge to offer a conceptual notion of 

the work is strong, and my desire to diffuse our silent awkward space 

moves me to explain her portrait. I describe the expressive messiness 

of the work, our restlessness felt but not acknowledged during the  

interview, and how her altruistic ways are valued, yet not dismissing 

the difficulties that were expressed regarding her busy life and the   

difficulties that come with her occupation. 

 

In all this desire to create a more comfortable space of reasoning and 

assurance, I wonder if this explanation is made to alleviate her           

discomfort or mine — possibly both. 

 

I’m relieved Melissa moves closer to the artwork after my brief               

explanation. I invite Melissa to take a seat for the live portrait drawing 

as I sketch her into the diffused area.  

RECONNECTING: a second meeting with Melissa... 
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Figure 70 — ‘By faith’                                                                                                                                               (water colour pencil on acrylic/mixed media/ 90 x 150cm / 26-04-2010)        
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I realise there are two possible ways that Melissa’s presence can be seen 

in the work. One tells of her holding faith – even in times of turmoil, and 
the other tells of her need for serenity (diffusion in difficult spaces). Upon 
closer inspection, Melissa sees a hint of the cross shape near the hands, 
so I emphasise this symbol as significant to her and ask her to pose with 
her hands up in this position.  
 
I chose blue and maroon to harmonise with the values of the work. I      
realise thereafter, that these are the two colours Melissa used to draw 
the feeling of release and diffusion in her interview drawing. The                 
watercolour pencils I have chosen to draw Melissa into the work allows 
for blending and softening, offering clarity and softness. With a soft wet  
brush I apply water to some areas of the sketch. This blending softens her 
appearance. 
 
Quiet and still, Melissa sits for 10 minutes for each pose. She looks very 
serene as I sketch her in. Unlike the other participants researched 
(excluding myself), this is the first time I drawn from life in the traditional 
sense (sitting approximately 3 metres from my position). We are quiet 
during this part of the sitting. It seems my lines somehow express this 
silence (Figure 70). 

 
 

We both agree there’s a likeness of her character in each drawing. We 

also see how the blue drawing offers compassion and great empathy for 
those in need and the maroon drawing appears more uplifting and 
thoughtful (instilling faith). The figures are simply stated in their        
transparency. Melissa seems accepting of how she is drawn into this    
diffused area. 
 
I wait for Melissa to send a written response about her experience  of   
being a participant for my research—to receive a response to her finished       

PONDERINGS... 

PROCESS... 
 portrait. With no reply, I wonder if she is either too busy, or  
 she does not like what I have created. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Somehow I feel I should be more transparent to Melissa about how 
this painting contains my resonance to our meeting, and that due to 
the very emergent nature of my research project, at the time of the 
interview sitting, I was not quite aware of how the space in-between 
myself and the other (for each portrait inquiry) has become such an 
important part of this research. 
 
My need to clarify the collaborative nature of our research is strong 
again, where I hope to emphasise how ‘each portrait shows our          

relational exchange, in the meeting space or intersubjective space        

between us’. 

WAITING... 
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After numerous attempts in trying to contact Melissa, I receive an       
apology from her saying her secretary didn’t pass my messages 

through to her, due to her busy schedule. Melissa sends her          
response via email (Appendix A6), which I use to create her  I-Poem 
below (Table 32).  

Figure 71a —‘Canvas released’                                (15-03-2011)        

“I” 
I am sorry about your lost message 
I have a patient with a similar name  
I said "No" – to be involved   
I really do not have the time at present  
I have lots of stress 
I forgot all about you and the portrait  
I guess as it has been so long 
I am happy for you to use anything you like 
I was perhaps expecting more of a painted portrait 
of me rather than just the lines 
I feel so empty at present 
[I feel] it is appropriate... 
 

Table 32 — Melissa’s  I-Poem 

One year later, the glue that once held the top recessed box in 
place has released, breaking free from all the pressure and     
tension. A flap of canvas now sits slightly open at the front of 
the painting which will be difficult to mend. I am not sure what 
to do with it as it is not easily fixed due to the canvas buckling 
(Figure 71a). A view of the recessed boxes appears in Figure 71b. 

RETURNING TO THE WORK... 

Figure 71b — 
‘Back view of recessed boxes’         
(bamboo support with glue / 15-03-2010)        
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Weeks later I return to the work with good intentions to fix 

this loose flap to stick it back in place, yet it seems difficult to 

repair due to some shrinkage and buckling of the canvas. It 

now looks like the front page of a book. Rather than fix this 

flap back in place, I work with the notion that it could be the 

front page of a book or bible in Melissa’s inquiry, and             

purchase a bible to echo Melissa’s deeply held faith. I search 

the index for a page containing the word faith and realise this 

topic is well covered. The perfect page to accompany this 

area of the painting is Hebrews 11:32 (New Revised Standard 

Version). I photocopy it to size and paste faith behind the 

loose canvas flap (Figure 72). 

 

Initially I have an inkling to use the original page from the   

bible as an authentic aspect of the work. Fortunately I retract 

this thought realising this option would be sacrilegious. More 

importantly, I want to ensure this additional aspect of the 

work respects Melissa’s values and beliefs. It is not my         

intention to shock, to desecrate, or offend another in their 

worldly view. 

 

The replica page sits neatly in place. 

Figure 72 — ‘Faith’                                                                (paper on acrylic/mixed media/ 26-04-2011)        
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Table 33 — Seeing, hearing and feeling Melissa’s finished portrait 

Seeing the image: 
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Hearing the image: 

Table 33 presents a descriptive experiential and phenomenological account of seeing, hearing 

and  feeling (SHF) Melissa’s portrait. Resonant key words (presented in bold) are thereafter 

clustered into five themes, that of Order, Chaos, Together, Outer, and Inner which are evident 

in the work (see Table 34). Descriptive statements are included at the bottom for further    

processing.  



Feeling the image: 

Table 33 —  Continued... 
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Order (known) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
build-up, raised  
scraped away  
finer details  
helping  
cross is foremost 
see through the depth  
x-ray vision
picked up, brighter  
play of light  
streak of light  
upward  
consistency 
detail, lead
ramp, ramped 
ramp-like access  
neatly back in place 
resourceful  
structured  
entirely
leads me 
when entering particular direction  
searching higher 
raised 
glossy, uniform 
carried-over 
Inclined, elevated, jutting out  
firmly attached, fits, perfectly, neatly  
frame  
moulded  
easy 
calm , serene 
no commotion  
less distracted, lifted away  

Chaos (unknown) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
messy, messiness 
surrounded by the chaos  
staining, faint, disarray 
lost in there  
hands have touched the gunk 
disordered, getting her hands dirty 
confusing - not knowing  
Difficult, faintly, rapid  
high trill - crescendo 
not known - mystery - unlike, residue 
tumultuous - broken in ruin, receding  
disarray - disorder - hardship  
volatility - fragment - random  
differ - separated  
not go over the edge - blocked 
sealed - mess - confusion 
lifting the sombre notes of darkness  
lumps and bumps  
residue in the cracks  
whirling - mini tornado  
passed by - uprooting - storm  
destruction, what is left broken and in 
ruin, disabled 
noisy displaced energy  
difficult to identify 
distressed - wailing  
displaced -  diminish  
serrated, disturbance 
think too much 
irregular, scratchy  
splattering - scraping  
dragging - cutting – digging  
 

Together 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
run up and down  
between - middle  
allowing 
in and around  
flat meets raised 
company - surrounding  
offering a point of entry or exit  
easy access  
2 key notes - blended  
subtle changes in tone  
attention  
between two  
shifted  
lighter in atmosphere 
continues - openings 
conversely 
one another 
multiple levels 
back and forth  
the other side 
fits neatly  
boxes within boxes 
offer a passage  
more transparent 
open path - opening - open  
available  

Outer (fear) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
protruding out at the bottom  
downwards  
viewing with sorrow and regret 
diminish into the  
distance  
outwards  
open/outwards 
echoes sound through the small exit 
haunting  
fear 
terror 
fear of being rubbed out 
not secure 
pass by 
fragments 
cut-away  
remove  
wiped away neglecting  
rubbed away 
scraped-away 
behind  
darkest  
In the blues I hear the sadness weep 

Inner (safety) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
put in there quickly  
not much time to fuss  
focus on what’s below 
in the grooves 
touching gently 
venturing into this  
sadness - inviting to enter 
depth - deeper  
recessed boxes - hidden 
depth in texture 
revealing the depth  
recessed area  
double recessed 
sunken - sunken - sunken 
similar, alone - muted  
serenity - serene  - rest  
whispers - respite  - safety - delicate 
harbours - inside - entered 
light - loose - lightly 
softened contours - empty  - hovering 
lighter space - less chaotic 
found within - needy - secure in place 
contained in quiet spaces 
resting - comfort  
settle into these small spaces for  
a moment  
tranquil - emptiness 
rest- velvet - surrender - slide in easy - 
empty  - underside - feeling inside 
smooth velvety  - falls  
shallow - recessed - empty  
dig deeper  - rest  -  reside 
change in depth  
loose  -  gently  

Table 34 —  Resonant key words - SHF the artwork - descriptive statements 
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ELEVATED (known) 

Searching higher, an elevated ramp 

leads me in a particular upward 

direction to feel calm and serene. 

Resourceful and helping, I feel 

brighter in this serene space – like 

being lifted away and carried over.  

 

 
CHAOS (unknown) 
Caught in the high trill of a rapid 
tornado, I don’t know what’s on 
the other side of this mess and 
destruction. I’m lost in here  
fragmented in a volatile place 
which leaves me distressed, 
disabled and confused.  

 

TOGETHER (between) 

Available, we meet one another 

in the middle of this shifting 

space for greater transparency, 

allowance and availability. This 

ground between us offers points 

of entry or exit, going back and 

forth, in and around to blend in 

company on multiple levels.  

 

 

FRAGMENTED (fear) 

Haunted with terror I distance 

myself for fear of being left 

behind, rubbed out or wiped 

away. In this insecurity, I feel 

like a fragment cut away from 

the outer world. In the blues I 

hear the sadness weep.  
 

 

 

INNER (safety) 
I gently touch into the grooves of 
this delicate velvety space that   
offers comfort and tranquillity. It is 
easy to slide in and surrender into 
the shallow recessed areas for 
safety and respite. 

REDUCTION TO ESSENCE...  
The following creative ‘visual poetic depictions’   
present new ways of understanding our experience 
of what seems elevated (known) and chaotic 
(unknown), meeting together in the middle, feeling 
the fear and fragmentation of being left behind in the 
sadness, and feeling inner peace and  security in    
tranquil spaces.  
 
While these representations come from my own 
experience of SHF the finished portrait, they     
somehow identify or connect with Melissa’s          
expressions that were shared in our collaborative 
dialogue and artmaking.  

Table 34 —  Continued...  depictions  
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order (known) 
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chaos (unknown) 
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Together  
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Outer (fear) 
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Inner (safety) 
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Presentation of artwork in process during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV 2012 

Figure 73 —  Melissa’s portrait in process for exhibition  
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